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“Kill!” 

Although Ma Nanfeng on the left was explained by George Han before he set off, the left side is mainly 

auxiliary attack. I don’t understand what it means for his 10,000-strong army to assist an army of more 

than 40 people, but the military order has been granted, and he has no other choice at this time. 

With a roar of anger, he led the troops and made a fierce attack on the left side. 

The Mingyu Department, the left and right wings were attacked, the left side was fierce, and the right 

side was stabbing, facing such a surprise attack for a while, it turned out to be really messed up. 

“Open the city gate and order the entire city’s defenders to charge with me immediately.” George Han 

said coldly. 

Upon hearing this, the leader of the North Gate was obviously taken aback: “Alliance leader, you… What 

did you say? We… we are going to charge?” 

“Exactly.” 

“Alliance leader, our army is shallow and it is quite difficult to defend the city. , if you take 

the initiative to attack, isn’t this holding an egg to touch a stone?” 

George Han shook his head: “I am very clear about your concerns, but we have no other choice, do you 

understand? The chaos caused by the raid is only temporary. Once the opponents stabilize their 

positions, the left and right charging troops will fall into a dead situation. At that time, once they 

sacrifice, our defense department will also face the previous crisis, and its destruction is only a matter of 

time. “ 

When the words fell, George Han let out a long sigh and said helplessly: “Right now, while they are in 

chaos, we may have the only chance to launch a general attack.” 

After listening to George Han’s words, the North Gate commander thought carefully: “Fight against the 

water, There is no life or death.” 

“Yes.” 

“This subordinate understands!” The North Gate Commander nodded. 

When the words fall, his hand is slightly 

With a slight lift, his lieutenant immediately took a step closer. 

“Send orders to all the ministries, put down heavy weapons, and go into battle with light equipment. We 

are going to launch the final general offensive.” 

“Yes!” 

“By the way, tell everyone that our situation is critical, and a successful counter-offensive is our only 

hope of surviving. It is good to be prepared for death without life!” 



“Yes!” 

Fu general led the order and hurriedly went down to convey it. 

“The South Gate will also inform you.” 

“The general of the West Gate will never fall behind.” 

Following the orders of the other two commanders, everything was ready soon. 

“All soldiers in the city!” George Han shouted angrily. 

“Roar!” 

Above the city wall, all the soldiers who were still angry raised their arms. 

“Open the city gate!!” 

Boom! ! 

The gates are open! 

“Follow the leader 

of this alliance and charge into battle!” As the 

words fell, George Han flew down directly from the city wall and rushed towards the siege army. 

“Kill!” 

In the north gate city wall, countless soldiers also put down their defense tools, carried their knives, 

rushed down the city wall, and rushed out from the city gate under the leadership of each gate 

commander. 

For a time, the soldiers in front of Ming Yu who were attacking the city were directly scattered. 

After all, how could they have expected that the other party would suddenly attack directly? Coupled 

with the fact that George Han’s perverted into their formation like a tiger, they couldn’t resist for a 

while, so they had to give up the siege and retreated steadily. 

“Report to the elders, ahead… The George Hanbu suddenly launched a counterattack, and the tens of 

thousands of elites who should have fallen into the city rushed out!” In the 

middle of Ming Yu, the spies 

hurriedly reported. 

Upon hearing this report, Ming Yu and Pei Gu were shocked at the same time. 

“What did you say? George Han led his troops to counterattack?” The 

two looked at each other, obviously a little in disbelief. 

“His 3,000 troops are obviously insufficient. It is extremely difficult to defend the city, but he dares to 

attack us suddenly. Has this kid lost his mind?” Pei Gu said coldly. 



Such a reversal technique on the battlefield can not be said to be astonishing, and at the same time, he 

secretly sighed at the courage of George Han. 

“He’s not crazy!” Ming Yu shook his head: “He knows that defending the city will only lead to defeat, so 

he can’t help but fight against the water, and the general’s heart is stimulated to the greatest extent!” 

“Now, both sides of our army are still surrounded by others. Raid, he Han 3000, this is to treat us as 

cattle, a little bit of slicing and encircling…” 
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“Eat us?” Pei Gu stared, although he did not want to believe that someone would dare to do this, but 

after a careful analysis of this time In the current situation, he also had to believe that George Han really 

had this intention. 

“Order the troops to fight back with all their strength.” Ming Yu shouted coldly. 

“Yes!” 

“Tell everyone that this battle is the end of the battle. Either we will sing and dance in the fallen city 

after we win, or go back and apologize to the Holy Master after we fail.” “ 

Yes!” 

, Pei Gu also nodded to his entourage, signaling him to immediately order the troops to fight back 

together. 

“Wow!” the 

horn blared loudly. 

With the anger of the killing, the general attack of the Mingyu Department was also launched at the 

same time. 

For a time, the fire became more intense, the ground shook more, and all the battles became more 

ferocious. 

Countless people fell, and countless people made up for it one 

after another. 

Shouting and killing continued with the blood of the stump, and the charge followed the soldiers’ fall. 

The battle was fierce and tragic. 

When the bright moon hangs high, when the battle has reached several hours, the situation begins to 

gradually become clear. 

The Ministry of Dark Rain, the left wing is still well preserved, but the right wing has almost been cut by 

a huge gap by the sharp knife team. 

Forty-four people’s small points are still hard to resist. 



However, the forty-four people suffered heavy losses due to the strong and continuous force of the 

other party. Almost all of them fell to the ground. 

However, in comparison, the situation on the left and right wings is already very good. After all, the 

main force of the opponent is not here. The Han 3,000 troops on the front line are the main targets of 

their attack. Naturally, the casualties of the Han 3,000 troops are the real heavy. . 

“There are more than 13,000 people in the northern gate 

, and there are only 3,700 people left.” 

“The southern gate has 10,000 people, and at this time, more than 8,000 people have been reduced.” 

“The Ximen generals have 14,000 people. There are still 7,000 people left, and more than half of the 

casualties.” 

Hearing the report of the Sanmen commander, George Han showed sadness, that is to say, the brothers 

who rushed out with him George Han had nearly 40,000 horses. But there are only ten thousand people 

left. 

Nodding heavily, George Han gritted his teeth: “Han I’m sorry for them.” 

“Alliance leader, from the first day we became a soldier, we have long expected today’s scene, death, 

nothing to fear.” 

“Yes . Ah, we still have 10,000 brothers, and now we can’t defend the city anymore, so let’s fight with 

them.” 

Fight? 

George Han glanced at the enemy in front. Although they also lost a lot of troops, the huge advantage in 

overall numbers 

still made them look strong and black at this time. 

He smiled bitterly: “You are really not afraid of death?” 

“You won’t stand here if you are afraid of death.” 

“That’s right.” 

“Okay!” George Han nodded, holding the jade sword in his hand, his eyes bloodthirsty, just looking at 

the army of Mingyu on the opposite side, the heart is numb: “Then let’s fight them to the end.” 

“Three Sect Commander!” 

“Subordinates are here!” The three responded in unison. 

“Gather all the brothers and retreat fifty meters to the rear.” George Han said. 

Hearing this, the commander of the three sects was stunned for a moment. They were all ready to 

charge to the death, but George Han suddenly gave this order, so that everyone was dumbfounded on 

the spot. 



“Back up?” The three commanders said almost in unison. 

“Yes, step back!” George Han said indifferently. 

“Leader, we… 

aren’t we going to attack?” 

“Yeah, you told us to retreat, this is… why is this?” 

“Leader, this order is so difficult for us to obey, and now we are fighting for this kind of sake. , we have 

no other choice, either rush or die, retreat, it is impossible.” 

“That’s right, we will never retreat half a meter! The leader of the alliance will be outside, and the 

military will not be subject to it! 

” Helping people to see death like a home, George Han didn’t know whether to laugh or cry, and was full 

of helplessness. 

He didn’t really tell them to withdraw like this, but… 

“Don’t worry!” George Han looked at the three helplessly and smiled bitterly: “I just told you to 

withdraw first. I…I… “…” 

“Leader, what’s the matter with you?” 

“Leader, please tell me if you have something to say.” 

George Han sighed: “You step aside, I…I’m going to pretend!” 

 


